FIRM’S SERVICES

- Representation before the Patent Offices and Administrative Bodies
- Litigation and dispute resolution
- IP enforcement and counterfeiting
- Licensing
- Franchising
- Strategic IP consulting
- IP due diligence
- IP portfolio management
- Data Protection and Privacy
- Patent and Trademark Searches
- Translations
- Inventions
- Trademarks
- Utility models
- Industrial designs
- Computer programs
- Data bases
- Topographies
- Copyrights
- Domain names
- IT
OUR TEAM

- Russian Patent/Trademark Attorneys: 118
- Eurasian Patent Attorneys: 53
- Ukrainian Patent/Trademark Attorneys: 7
- Kazakh Patent Attorney: 1
- Russian/Ukrainian Lawyers/Attorneys at Law: 34
- Partners: 28

405 specialists
OUR IP ATTORNEYS AND LAWYERS

Age, years

- 60 +
- 50-59
- 40-49
- 30-39
- 25-29

With Gorodissky, years

- 40 +
- 25-39
- 15-24
- 5-14
- 0-4

Number

0 50 100 150 200
FIRM’S BRANCH OFFICES
OUR PROFESSIONAL PRINCIPLES

- Quality
- Competence
- Liability
- Efficiency
- Proactivity
- Integrity
FIRM’S SHARE* ON THE RUSSIAN MARKET IN 2022

- RU patent applications: 39%
- Eurasian patent applications: 30%
- RU design applications: 32%
- RU trademark applications: 14%

*New IP cases of foreign applicants
NEW CASES* OF THE FIRM ON THE RUSSIAN MARKET IN 2022

- 5638 applications for inventions and utility models
- 1405 applications for trademarks
- 505 applications for designs
- 232 Cases in common and commercial courts, IP court and Supreme court
- 57 Licensing, franchising, assignments and security agreements

*Foreign and national clients
PROJECTS

GORODISSKY IP SCHOOL
GORODISSKY IP SECURITY
GORODISSKY IP MANAGEMENT
GORODISSKY IP PATADMIN

GORODISSKY

«CREATIVA»
TECHNOPOL-MOSCOW
RUSINPRO

Young Inventors Project
OUR PUBLICATIONS

Mastroianni Elicits Associations
Unexpected by the Applicant

Trademark Lawyer

Unity of invention in the light of PCT, EAPC and Russian Law

Sergey Kalachev, Deputy Head of the Chemical & Life Sciences Department at Gorodissky & Partners, reviews the differing regulations of the PCT, Eurasian and Russian law to provide an overview of which tends best to which type of application.

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is a mechanism designed, for obtaining legal protection for inventions in many countries, a most convenient, economical and efficient way. According to Article 92(1) of the PCT, in national law shall require compliance with requirements relating to the form or content of international applications. The regulation of unity of invention is like a background system, the requirements of which are met by the PCT. The requirements of unity of invention's specificity, which satisfy in technical and legal differences between the claimant inventors make it so necessary of corresponding special technical features. The expression "technical and legal differences" reflects the requirement that the invention must have a certain degree of independence in order to meet the requirements of unity.

The requirements of unity of invention, the unity of the description of the invention, which is required in the case of the PCT, are defined in Article 92 (1) of the PCT. In addition, the requirement of unity of the invention is to be met by the PCT, which is defined in Article 92 (1) of the PCT. According to the Russian patent regulations, the unity of the invention is to be met by the PCT, which is defined in Article 92 (1) of the PCT. According to the Russian patent regulations, the unity of the invention is to be met by the PCT, which is defined in Article 92 (1) of the PCT. According to the Russian patent regulations, the unity of the invention is to be met by the PCT, which is defined in Article 92 (1) of the PCT.
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- National design application
- An international design application
- Eurasian design application

Based on numerous publications in the media one can conclude that the IP rights of foreign companies are no
REGULAR PUBLICATIONS

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN REGULATION OF ON-LINE ADVERTISING IN RUSSIA

The Russian advertising regulatory landscape has seen significant developments over the recent months, following introduction of new requirements for on-line advertising. Starting from September 01, 2022 new Article 16.1 of the Federal Law of July 25, 2006 No. 138-FZ became effective. Under this legislative novelty, new compliance obligations for advertising participants arose.

LAW AND DRAFT LAWS

ADDITIONAL GROUND FOR CHALLENGING A PATENT RELATIVE TO A MEDICAL PRODUCT, PHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCE,
OR AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL.

On October 7, 2022, the law introduced in Article 12.11 of Part 3 of the Civil Code No. 159-FZ was amended. Clause 2 of Article 12.11 of the Civil Code provides for the conditions for the patent examination for an invention related to a medical product, pharmaceutical, or agrochemical, as well as grants additional patent for an amended period.

The adopted law provides for the introduction of an additional period of 5 years for challenge of the patent examination and for challenging the effect of the additional period against new civil suit. In accordance with the new version of Clause 1 of Article 12.11 of the Civil Code, the patent examination and the corresponding additional patent may be invalidated in cases of violation of the conditions provided for in Clause 2 of Article 12.11 of the Civil Code. An additional period granted by the patent may be challenged by filing an appeal with the Patent Chamber. During the state extended validity period, an appeal may be filed by any person, and after

IP News Overview:
RUSSIA & CIS

(Last Update: 16 November 2023)

Laws and Draft Laws

1. Laws on Customs Regulation and Amendment to Allow Entering Geographical Indications in the Customs Procedure Subject Matters
On December 1, 2022, Federal Law No. 499-FZ dated November 29, 2022, on Amendments to Articles of Customs Code of the Russian Federation and on Amendments to the Federal Law "On Protection of Constitutional Rights of the Subjects of Russian Federation as to Protection of the Right to Trademark and Name, and punk and utilization of signs of origin" was adopted.
FIRM’S CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND WEBINARS

- 11th World Intellectual Property Forum, Bangalore, September 2022
- Global Intellectual Property Convention 2023, Goa, February 2023
- Patent Congress AIPPI, Moscow, November 2022
- IN’HUB, Novosibirsk, October 2022
- IP Eurasia, Moscow, September 2022
- Lexology & Gorodissky Webinar “New regional systems: protecting trademarks and designs in the Eurasian states”, November 2021
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FIRM RANKINGS

INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS

Top positions in:

- Among the best in nominations “Intellectual Property (Consulting)”, "Intellectual Property (Litigation)” and “Intellectual Property (Registration)”
- Among the “Best Legal Practices” by Kommersant Publishing House in the nominations “IP Litigation” and “IP Consulting”
- Leader in electronic filings with the Russian PTO in 2015-2022 (Statistics report, Russian PTO)

NATIONAL RANKINGS

- Among the best in nominations “Intellectual Property (Consulting)”, "Intellectual Property (Litigation)” and “Intellectual Property (Registration)”
INDIVIDUAL RANKINGS

- 18 IP attorneys and lawyers of Gorodissky & Partners were included in The Best Lawyers™ on «Intellectual Property» & «Litigation»
- Sergey Medvedev, Ph.D., LLM, Partner, was named "Lawyer of The Year" on Privacy and Data Security Law in Russia
- Valery Medvedev, Vladimir Biriulin, Elena Nazina, Valentin Kirillov and Mikhail Samsonov are among the best on patents; Evgeny Alexandrov, Aleksey Kratiuk, Natalia Nikolaeva, Ilya Goryachev and Stanislav Rumyantsev on trademarks and copyright
- Stanislav Rumyantsev, Senior Lawyer is named in Who’s Who Legal Data
- 8 practitioners are among the best in Russia in nominations: IP consulting, IP litigation, IP registration and TMT
- Valery Medvedev, Managing partner got the nomination «Intellectual Property»
- Evgeny Alexandrov, Partner, Head of Legal, Trademark & Design Practice - nomination «Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals»
FIRM CERTIFICATIONS

- ISO 9001: 2015 Certified (TÜV AUSTRIA CERT GMBH)

- Successfully passed company sustainability rating audit by EcoVadis
FIRM’S HEADQUARTERS

B.Spasskaya str., 25, bldg. 3
Moscow 129090, Russia
+7 (495) 937 6116
+7 (495) 937 6104
pat@gorodissky.com
www.gorodissky.com
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